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Endorsed Resources from Hodder Education
Cambridge Assessment
International Education
For over 25 years we have worked with
Cambridge International to bring you endorsed
resources that support teaching and learning for
almost all subjects and levels in the Cambridge Pathway.
Our resources go through a rigorous quality-assurance
process to ensure they are appropriate for Cambridge
International schools worldwide. Endorsed resources are
clearly displayed throughout the catalogue.

International Baccalaureate
We support IB schools across the continuum
with a range of unique and innovative
resources that are aligned with the IB’s
values of encouraging both personal
and academic achievement. We have been publishing
in cooperation with the IB since 2014 with our MYP by
Concept 4-5 series and have now expanded this to include
our Diploma titles. Our co-published titles are easily
recognisable with this logo and can be found throughout.

Created with teachers and students in
schools across the globe, Boost is the next
generation in digital learning for schools,
bringing quality content and new technology
together in one interactive website.
Boost Subscription
Included in your Boost Core subscription you will find a range of resources such as: eBook access
for teacher use, customisable unit planners, student activities, teaching notes, editable PowerPoints,
interactive tests and much more.
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Boost eBooks – Trial free for 30 days
Interactive, engaging and completely flexible, Boost eBooks use the latest research and technologies to
provide the very best learning experience for students. They can be downloaded
onto any device and used in the classroom, at home or on the move.
Look for the Boost logo to see what subjects we cover.
Learn more and request your free trials at hoddereducation.com/Boost

Dynamic Learning
Please note our digital Dynamic Learning resources are still
available and details of these can be found within the catalogue.
To find out more, head to hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning

Available via Dynamic Learning

IGCSE / O LEVEL

Cambridge IGCSETM and O Level
Discover Business, Economics and Accounting as real-world subjects through international case studies and provide in-depth coverage of the latest
Cambridge IGCSE and O Level syllabuses.

Business

Economics

£25.75
PRINT

£25.75

ENDORSED

PRINT

ENDORSED

Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Business Studies
Fifth Edition | Karen Borrington, Peter Stimpson |
9781510421233 | £25.75

Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Economics Second
Edition | Paul Hoang, Margaret Ducie, David Horner,
Steve Stoddard | 9781510421271 | £25.75

Workbook Second Edition | 9781510421257 | £7.75

Workbook Second Edition | Paul Hoang, Margaret Ducie
| 9781510421288 | £7.75

NOT ENDORSED

Study and Revision Guide Third Edition |
9781510421264 | £14.50
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398333826 | Mar-21 |
£13 (1 year access)
Boost Core Subscription | 9781398341036 | Mar-21 |
£200

NOT ENDORSED

Study and Revision Guide Second Edition | Paul Hoang |
9781510421295 | £14.50

Accounting

£25.75
PRINT

ENDORSED

Cambridge IGCSE and O Level Accounting |
June Baptista | 9781510421219 | £25.75
Workbook | 9781510421226 | £7.75
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398333819 | Mar-21 |
£13 (1 year access)
Boost Core Subscription | 9781398341029 | Mar-21 |
£200

DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398333833 | Mar-21 |
£13 (1 year access)
Boost Core Subscription | 9781398341043 | Mar-21 | £200

Student books and workbooks are endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International
Education to support the full syllabus for examination from 2020. Revision guides have not
been through the endorsement process.

hoddereducation.co.uk/cambridge-igcse
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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GCSE
OCR

Edexcel GCSE Business

AQA GCSE Business

ENDORSED BY EDEXCEL

Let Ian Marcouse successfully steer you through the specification with his proven and
popular approach to Business; clear content coverage is enhanced by numerous reallife examples to create a course that engages, motivates and develops every student.

£27
PRINT

£9.99
ENDORSED

PRINT

Edexcel GCSE Business Second Edition | Ian Marcouse |
9781471899355 | £27
Answer Guide | Ian Marcouse | 9781510405288 | £95
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398328624 | £17 (1 year access)

My Revision Notes | Andrew Hammond | 9781510433472
| £9.99
DIGITAL

My Revision Notes eTextbook | 9781398315464 |
£4 + VAT (1 year) £5.99 + VAT (2 years)

Boost Core Subscription | 9781398328594 | Mar-21 |
£300

hoddereducation.co.uk/business/gcse/edexcel
4

How to order:

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

Benefit from the expert guidance of Surridge and
Gillespie; this new edition of their well-known
Student Book provides up-to-date content, real
business examples and assessment preparation
materials that help every student achieve their
best in the 2017 specification.

£27
PRINT

ENDORSED

AQA GCSE Business Second Edition | Malcolm Surridge,
Andrew Gillespie | 9781471899386 | £27
Answer Guide | 9781510409620 | £95
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398328686 | £17 (1 year access)
Boost Core Subscription | 9781398328648 | Mar-21 |
£300

AS & A LEVEL

Cambridge International AS & A Level
Provide the knowledge, understanding and skills required to succeed in the revised Cambridge International AS & A Level Business
(9609), Economics (9708) and Accounting (9706) syllabuses for examination from 2023, with clear and accessible resources, featuring
questions throughout to challenge learners at every level.

Business

Economics

£43

£43

PRINT

PRINT

Accounting

£45
PRINT

Cambridge International AS & A Level Business
Second Edition | Malcolm Surridge, Andrew Gillespie |
9781398308114 | Mar-21 | £43

Cambridge International AS & A Level Economics
Second Edition | Peter Smith, Adam Wilby, Mila Zasheva |
9781398308275 | Mar-21 | £43

Cambridge International AS & A Level Accounting
Second Edition | Ian Harrison, David Horner |
9781398317536 | Apr-21 | £45

Workbook | Jane King | 9781398308152 | Apr-21 | £9.50

Workbook | Mila Zasheva, Adam Wilby | 9781398308282
| Mar-21 | £9.50

Workbook | David Horner | 9781398317543 | May-21 |
£9.50

Teacher’s Resource Pack | Malcolm Surridge |
9781398308138 | Apr-21 | £120
NOT ENDORSED

Revision Guide Second Edition | Sandie Harrison, David
Milner | 9781471847707 | £18
DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398308206 | Apr-21 | £23
(1 year access)

Teacher’s Resource Pack | Adam Wilby, Mila Zasheva |
9781398308299 | May-21 | £120

NOT ENDORSED

Revision Guide Second Edition | Ian Harrison |
9781471847677 | £18

NOT ENDORSED

Revision Guide Second Edition | Terry Cook |
9781471847738 | £18

DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398317260 | Mar-21 | £23
(1 year access)

DIGITAL

Boost eBook | 9781398308244 | Apr-21 | £23 (1 year access)

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education
to gain endorsement for these forthcoming titles. Revision Guides
have not been through the endorsement process.

hoddereducation.co.uk/cambridge-alevel-business

Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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IB DIPLOMA
OCR

Economics for the IB Diploma
Ensure full coverage of the new syllabus with this comprehensive guide written by highly experienced authors, that explores all topics through
inquiry, concepts, content and contexts and their interrelationships with each other. Developed in cooperation with the International Baccalaureate®.

National income accounting is used to measure the level of economic activity in the economy. It
refers to the money value of all the goods and services produced in a country during a year. The
most common measure of national income is to calculate the country’s gross domestic product
(GDP). Note that GDP includes the value of the output of foreign-owned businesses operating
within a country, such as the sales revenue from McDonald’s restaurants operating outside of the
USA. Measuring the level and rate of growth of national income is important for determining the
country’s rate of economic growth and changes to the standard of living in the economy.

◆ National income can
be defined as the value of
all the goods and services
produced in a country
during a year, thereby
indicating the level of
economic activity in the
country.

CASE STUDY
McDonald’s – the world’s largest fast food
chain
McDonald’s is the world’s largest restaurant chain as
measured by sales revenue. According to its website,
the US company serves more than 69 million customers
every day in over 100 countries and employs more than
210,000 workers. The monetary value of the output
from McDonald’s therefore contributes to the gross
domestic product of the countries that the company
operates in.

£44

■■ Figure 16.1 McDonald’s has stores around the world,
including this one in Dubai

There are three different methods that are used to calculate this:

PRINT

1 The output method

Economics for the IB Diploma | Paul Hoang, Sean Wray, Tanusankar Chakraborty |
9781510479142 | £44
Paper 3 Workbook | Paul Hoang | 9781471851322 | £14 | For use up to and including 2021
assessment
Revision Guide | Paul Hoang | 9781471807183 | £23 | For use up to and including 2021
assessment
Quantitative Skills Workbook | 9781398340442 | Aug-21 | £14.50
Prepare for Success: Economics for the IB Diploma | 9781398340893 | Feb-22 | £23.50
DIGITAL

Student eTextbook | 9781510479302 | £29 + VAT (1 year) £44 + VAT (2 years)
Whiteboard eTextbook | 9781510479319 | £175 + VAT

The output method measures the actual value of all final (finished) goods and services
produced within the economy each year. Only the final output is included in the calculation of
national output to prevent double counting, such as the value of manufactured products used
in the production process. Hence, this method of measuring the level of economic activity is
also referred to as national output (O).
2 The income method
The income method of measuring the level of economic activity calculates the value of all
factor incomes earned in the economy, that is, it is the sum of wages and salaries (labour), rent
(land), interest (capital) and profits (enterprise). Households receive factor incomes for the
output produced. Hence, this method is also referred to as national income (Y).
3 The expenditure method
Alternatively, the level of economic activity can be measured by the total value of all spending
on goods and services in the economy (see Chapter 17). The expenditure method measures
economic activity by calculating the value of total spending on newly produced goods and
services during the year, comprising consumption (C), investment (I), government (G) and net
exports (X – M).
l

Consumption expenditure (C) refers to spending by individuals and households on goods
and services. It is the single largest component of national expenditure.

l

Investment expenditure (I) refers to spending by all firms within the economy in order to
increase their capital stock and production capacity. This is sometimes referred to as gross
fixed capital formation.

16 Measuring economic activity and illustrating its variations

hoddereducation.co.uk/ib-economics
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How to order:

international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com

9781510479142.indb 227

Top tip!
Note that transfer
payments, such
as state pensions
and income support
for low-income
households, are
not included in the
calculation of national
income as there is no
corresponding output
generated.
◆ The output method
measures economic
activity by calculating
the actual value of all
final (finished) goods and
services produced within
the economy each year.
This method of measuring
the level of economic
activity is also referred to
as national output (O).
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Reinforce and improve your students' mathematical skills for the
compulsory quantitative questions with this write-in workbook. Aid
understanding of the syllabus requirements with questions presented
in context of their topics, allowing students to better understand what
the question is asking of them and what mathematical calculations
they need to use.
Answers are available in the workbook.

£14

IB DIPLOMA

Business Management for the IB Diploma
Ensure a confident approach to exams by feeling prepared through the
help of accurate and accessible notes, examiner advice, and exam-style
questions on each key topic.
Discover what you need to achieve certain grades with advice and
tips, including common mistakes to avoid. Practise and check your
understanding on a range of exam questions, with answers available
free online at www.hoddereducation.com/IBextras.

£23

PRINT

PRINT

Business Management for the IB Diploma Quantitative Skills Workbook | Paul Hoang |
9781510467835 | £14

Study and Revision Guide | Paul Hoang | 9781471868429 | £23

hoddereducation.co.uk/ib-economics
Keep up-to-date: get the latest news and free samples by signing up to our eUpdates: hoddereducation.com/eupdates
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WE’RE
HERE TO
HELP
To place your order or for any queries, please contact our team:
Email: international.catalogue@hoddereducation.com
To find your local Hodder Education representative please visit
www.hoddereducation.com/agents

TRY EVERYTHING
FOR FREE
Evaluate print titles free for 30 days online
If you’re registered to a school or college, you can sign-up for
free eInspection copies in three easy steps.
1. 	Find the book at www.hoddereducation.com and select
‘Order eInspection copy’ and add to basket.
2. 	Go to your basket and checkout. If you don’t already have
an account with us, you’ll need to register as a teacher at
your institution – this only takes a minute!
3. 	A link will be sent to your email within 24 hours for
resources that are available. Click for access and feel free
to share the link with your colleagues.
Please recycle this catalogue when you have finished with it.
ISBN: 9781398343382

Created with teachers and students
in schools across the globe, Boost is
the next generation in digital learning
for schools, bringing quality content
and new technology together in one
interactive website. Learn more at
hoddereducation.com/Boost

